Valve Parts, Electrically Operated - Component

ANYANG KAIDI ELECTROMAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
303 CHANGJIANG RD
HIGH-TECH DEVELOPMENT ZONE
ANYANG, HENAN 455000 CHINA

Coil assemblies, Model(s) COE and CAE, followed by 12DC, 14DC, 24DC, 28DC, 110DC, 220DC, 110/50/60AC, 115/60AC, 230/50/60AC or 230/60AC, followed by /10.

Coil assemblies, Model(s) CSX and CTX, followed by 12DC, 14DC, 24DC, 28DC, 110DC, 220DC, 110/50/60AC, 115/60AC, 230/50/60AC or 230/60AC, followed by /12.

Solenoid operators, Model(s) MFZ1237YCSR, MFZ1290YCSR

Marking: Company name, model designation and the Recognized Component Mark, .
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